Dr Hal’s Biology Trumps – Teachers’ Notes
PREAMBLE:

Dr Hal’s Biology Trumps was conceived by Dr Hal Sosabowski
and researched by Dr Ann Terry, Research Scientist at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
There are two objectives in getting children to play with any
of the Dr Hal’s Science Trumps range. For the pupils/players,
the objective is probably to win the game, but clearly there is
meant to be a learning outcome, sometimes referred to as
camouflaged learning. The games are designed to engage
the players through gameplay but also to generate discourse
and occasionally mild-mannered arguments about why certain
trump factors are the values they are. This can form the basis
for an excellent post-game classroom discussion. The BioFacts at the foot of the cards are designed to introduce some
takeaway learning from the games.

EXPLANATION OF TRUMP FACTORS:

• Size: Size is in metres and can be height, length or
diameter depending on the organism or cell and is based
on the average for that example/species.
• Lifespan: The upper limit for the generally accepted range
for that species/type.
• Speed: is in metres per second.

GIANT SALAMANDER

Chinese giant salamander can reach up to 1.8 m in length
and their maximum age in captivity has been about 50 years.
A speed of 0.1 m/s was estimated from film of a Chinese giant
salamander moving in flowing water (no account of the water
speed was taken). Although Chinese and Japanese giant
salamanders’ eggs hatch after 60 days, the Californian giant
salamander is after 6-7 months.

GIANT SQUID

The lifespan is commonly thought to be as little as 3 years.
There are perhaps 3 sub-species or even as many as 8,
although very little is known about these creatures.

KRILL

Krill can survive up to 6 years in the wild.

GREAT WHITE SHARK

Predictions for the lifespan of a great white shark vary from
between 30 to 40 years and up to 100 years.

BOX JELLY FISH

Box jelly fish will survive less than 1 year in the wild. They take
about 90 days to reach maturity.

TAPEWORM

• Reproduction Time: can include gestation period, division,
hatching or germination time is based on the average for
that example/species.

Normally a tapeworm can be up to 6 m in length in humans but
in some situations (although not in humans) it may grow to over
20 m in length. The tapeworm will not survive once detached
from its host hence the reason for a speed of 0 m/s.

• Number of Types: refers to species or number of types
of cell.

FLEA

Where a Trump Factor is unknown/does not reproduce or N/A
the value should be treated as zero. Where a Trump Factor has
been found to be a range (e.g. lifespan) the upper limit has been
used to avoid gameplay ambiguity.

SPECIFIC CARD NOTES:
BLUE WHALE

The longest whales ever recorded were two females measuring
33.6 m and 33.3 m. The top speed is only reached for short
bursts of time.

SALTWATER CROCODILE

The longest crocodiles would be very mature males.

Eggs can take between 2 and 14 days to hatch

TARANTULA

The body is about 10 cm in diameter but the total body including
legs is 30 cm (0.3 m). The speed of 2 m/s is an average speed,
estimated in the lab.

GIANT SEQUOIA

The lifespan of these trees may be greater than 3000 years.

BAMBOO

The tallest bamboo is approx. 80 m in height. Once bamboo
flowers, it tends to die. Since flowering occurs spontaneously
for all the plants within an area, it is likely a colony would die
back. The time between flowering was therefore taken as the
lifespan.

RAFFLESIA ARNOLDII

HUMAN WHITE BLOOD CELLS

The lifetime of white blood cells depends on attacks to the
body and can vary from hours to weeks.

HUMAN SPERM

Sperm is fertile for about 24 – 48 hours after release with
a total lifetime of about 74 days.

Stinking Corpse Lily produces the largest single flower, 1 m
in diameter although within an infected tree, the infection may
spread further. 9 to 21 months is the time to produce a flower,
he only visible sign of the plant.

HUMAN OVUM

SPIROGYRA

MUSCLE CELLS

Spirogyra dies back during an annual lifecycle in water. The
spores will fall to the bottom of the pond to await the spring.

CORAL

The lifespan of coral depends on the coral type. For smooth
coral an individual can live as long as the colony, however for
other corals the lifespan may be as short at 5 years. There are
800 warm water and 6 cold water coral species.

YEAST

The longest lifespan for single yeasts has been recorded in
laboratory conditions for genetically modified yeasts. Normal
yeast has a lifespan of perhaps 1 week. The mean cell division
time is about 1 hour which was taken as the replication time.

HONEY MUSHROOM

Armillaria Ostoyae, is commonly thought of as the largest
single organism spreading over an area of 5.6 km. The age of
this mushroom is thought to be at least 2400 years but may
be even 2 or 3 times this age.

The speed of a human ovum was estimated from how long it
takes the ovum to move down the fallopian tube. The movement
is induced by cilia lining the fallopian tubes.
Some muscles cells are regenerated within the body, however,
the heart muscle is not, hence the lifespan for muscle cells is
noted as the lifespan for a human.

INFLUENZA A VIRUS

The virus is strictly airborne and so no speed was recorded.
Viruses do not strictly reproduce outside a cell, rather DNA
or RNA is replicated within the host cell. There should be more
viruses than e.coli but the exact number is not known.
A lifespan of 5 hours is only an estimate.

ESCHERICHIA COLI

One strain of Escherichia coli has been grown continuously
in a lab for over 20 years. There should be more viruses than
strains of E.coli but the exact number is not known.

